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BG News
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weather
Mostly sunny today.
High near 65. Partly
cloudy tonite. Low near
50.

September 23, 1982

in the

NEWS
Student injured A University student was treated
and released from Wood County
Hospital Wednesday night after be
Ing struck by an automobile driven
by another Bowling Green student.
According to Campus Safety and
Security Officer Charles Lewis,
the student was in the Thurstin Street
crosswalk, in front of the Administration Building, when he was
struck by a compact car traveling
north on that street.
The driver,of the car was cited by
Campus Safety and Security for
failure to yield the right of way to
a pedestrian on a crosswalk. He was
released pending an investigation,
Lewis said.

Rapist charged
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A physi
cian and former hospital board
member was indicted Wednesday in
three dozen rapes over seven years,
an action authorities said likely will
free another man who was imprisoned five years ago for two of
the attacks.
Dr. Edward Franklin Jackson Jr., a
38-year-old internist and former
board member of a Columbus hospital, was charged with 36 counts of
rape and 46 counts of aggravated
burglary.
At the same time, prosecutor Michael Miiler said the indictment
should lead to freedom for William Bernard Jackson. 30. of Columbus, whowas convicted by a
Franklin County jury on Jan. 12,
1978.
While sharing the saTne last name,
the two men aren't related. But police
said they are similar in physical appearance. Both are about 6 feet tail,
both weigh about 180 pounds and
both wore beards.

Just an eyesore?

This abandoned Zip'Z Ice Cream store, located off E. Wooster Street and Mercer Road, is an eyesore in Bowling Green. The building's
dilapitated structure, caused by a fire, prohibits many "for sale" offers and may encourage safety hazards.
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More bodies found in Beirut massacre
by the Associated Press

Top Israeli officials resigned, Arab
protesters battled police inside Israel
and Menachem Begin's government
narrowly headed offa challenge to its
power Wednesday as the repercussions of the Beirut massacre shook
Israel.
U.S. Marines and French paratroopers were sailing back to the
Lebanese capital, meanwhile, to try
to prevent new bloodshed.
Crews bulldozing through the ruins
of the Sabra and Chatilla Palestinian

refugee camps in Beirut recovered
more bodies Wednesday, bringing to
293 the total confirmed killed in last
week's slaughter of civilians by Lebanese Christian militiamen.
"That doesn't include those who
were thrown into holes made by exSlosives," Red Cross spokesman
ean-Jacques Kurtz said. "There are
certainly many more."
Estimates of the final toll in the
predominantly Moslem camps range
from 300, by the U.S. government, to
1,400, by the Palestine Liberation
Organization.

ISREAL'S INVASION army had
the two west Beirut camps surrounded while the massacre was under way late last week. Arab
governments and others hold Israel
responsible for the bloodletting, and
many Israelis have called for an
immediate independent investigation
of the circumstances, a call rejected
by Prime Minister Begin.
After a stormy session of the Israeli
Parliament on Wednesday, Begin's
Likud coalition defeated by a 48-42
vote a motion calling for such an
inquiry.

"Mr. Prime Minister, Mr. Defense
Minister, whose stupid idea was it to
send the Phalangists I Christian militiamen) into the camps?" Shimon
Peres, leader of the opposition Labor
Party, asked in an impassioned
speech. He called for the ministers
responsible to resign.
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon told
Parliament the Israeli army did help
plan and support the Christian militia
raid on the camps to drive out PLO
guerrilla believed hiding there.
But the Israelis "in our blackest
dreams" did not imagine that hun-

dreds would be killed, Sharon said.

ALTHOUGH BEGIN rejected the
opposition demand for an independent
inquiry, Justice Minister Moshe Nissim told legislators the government
would "in the very near future take
the appropriate decision" on what
kind of investigation to conduct.
The debate was interrupted by
shouting matches among deputies,
and at one point placard-waving demonstrators were evicted from the galleries.

Girl recounts sexual attack, life today
and when it came time to leave he
offered her a ride home.

by Becky Bracht

staff reporter
Rape. This small, four-letter
word can have a detrimental impact on a woman's life.
For those who will never have to
go through the experience, it is a
word they cannot fully understand.
Yet, for the unlucky women who
must try to pick up the pieces of
their lives after being raped, it is a
word that will stick forever in their
memory, along with the nightmares of the actual attack.
One University woman, who will
be referred to as Jane, was willing
to discuss the struggles she encountered trying to return to her normal
lifestyle after being raped.
Jane's ordeal began a few years
ago while she was a party in her
hometown.
"My friend was having a backto-school party and a man came up
to me and we started talking,''
Jane said.
"He was very polite," Jane said,

"I ASKED THE hostess if it was
OK to ride home with him and I
looked for her reaction," she said,
adding that the woman told her she
grew up with the man and it was
safe to go with him.
However, once they were alone
in his car, the man attacked and
raped Jane outside the house
where the party was taking place.
"All I can really remember of
the whole situation is pulling his
hair and screaming and just hitting
him as hard as I could, she said.
"He was a big guy - there was no
way I could've done anything.
'"Finally I did get away and went
back into the house. My friend
knew I was upset, but I brushed it
off and told her I just wanted to go
to sleep," Jane said.
The next morning she told her
friend what had happened. The
woman took Jane home and promised to talk to the man to find out
why he did it.
"I didn't tell anyone," she said,
adding she had no desire to go to
the police.
"YOU HAVE TO defend yourself. It's (rape) not something
that's thoroughly accepted," she
said. "All I could think about was
them saying to me, 'You were at a
party and you were drinking.'
"All I could think of is Tm not

going to go through it. I'm not
going to sit there and have someone try to degrade me,' " Jane
said.
"I could hear people saying 'You
dummy, why'd you do it? Why'd
you get in the car and let him take
you home?' when it was so innocently done. There's so many times
we do that, when we think everything's fine and we get into a car
and never believe what can happen," she said.
"Unfortunately, society and my
firents had played such a role that
was more relieved that I didn't
have to decide the fate of my virginity. That was the issue I was
dealing with, not that he had hurt
me or invaded me," she said.
A few weeks later, Jane let a few
friends into her confidence. However, her problem did not end
there.
"I STARTED getting all the
symptoms arid I found out I was
pregnant," she said.
She decided to tell her parents
about her situation after the doctor
who examined her told her she had
a very complicated pregnancy, and
could not get a simple abortion.
"I told them I got drunk and
that's what happened," she said,
adding she was afraid they would
make her go to the police if she told
them the truth.
"The whole time they just
thought I screwed up, that I was

the one and I didn't take control of
myself," Jane said. "That was
bard for me to swallow.
"We called the family doctor
and told him the same story, which
I was quite embarrassed to have
him hear," she said. This doctor
sent her to have another test. The
more extensive test revealed that
the first doctor's diagnosis was
incorrect and her pregnancy was a
normal one.
"MY PARENTS still wanted me
to come home and get it (the abortion) done there, she said. "I
think it was better that way. My
mom held my hand through the
whole thing and it was just perfect.
"There were so many issues I
was dealing with - the issue of
abortion, the issue of virginity and
having somebody step on you and
invade you," Jane said, adding
that people's negative attitudes
toward abortion really hurt her.
"Who wants to carry around
somebody that isn't yours - there
was no love involved," she said.
Jane did not tell her parents she
was raped until a couple of years
after it happened.
"They were relieved in a way,
but they were really upset too -they
wanted to know who the guy was
and more about him," she said.
"I THINK NOW that I understand it (rape) a little bit more and
understand myself and the situa-

tion, I would've been there (the
police station) right then. As soon
as I walked in that house I would've
had her take me right to the police," she said.
Jane said she reverted inward
because of the attack and she had
much difficulty relating to men.
"I got defensive," Jane said. "I
always have a barrier (with men)
and I sometimes use it just to
protect myself... Anything I could
do to put guys down I did. I'd make
comments, more teasingly than to
be mean, but I still did it," she said.
"I think that was my way of strikingT out.
'For the longest time, I haven't
really been able to get very close to
anybody," she saicT
It took about four months after
the rape for Jane to be comfortable
talking to men she did not know.
However, establishing a close
relationship with a man was even
more difficult.
"I'D START dating someone,
and when they found out what
happened to me, they'd leave," she
"You didn't know if they were
just so scared they didn't know
what the hell to do with themselves, or maybe they did want to
stay, but they didn't know how to
handle it," she said.
"It got to a point where I was
even scared to get into a situation
where I'd have to mention it (the
see RAPE page 4

Energy Minister Yitzhak Berman,
a member of Begin's conservative
coalition, announced his resignation
Wednesday in protest of the prime
minister's refusal to order an immediate probe. Berman later voted in
favor of the motion for an inquiry.

Israel Radio reported that Menachem Milson, civilian governor of the
Israeli-occupied West Bank of the
Jordan River, also resigned Wednesday in protest of Begin's decision.
Milson could not be reached for confirmation.

Prosecutor's
hearing set
by Karen Sandstrom
slaff reporter

Wood County Judge Donald Simmons is scheduled Monuay to review
a motion to have County Prosecutor
Betty Montgomery cited for contempt
of court, a spokesman for Simmons
office said yesterday.
The motion was made by Public
Defender Adrian Cimerman, who alleges Montgomery disclosed privileged information to an expert
witness in State of Ohio vs. Rochelle
Cook. Cimerman also moved to have
the case dismissed.
"Basically, he (Cimerman) made a
procedural motion to dismiss the
case, (and) cite me with contempt,"
Montgomery said. "Obviously we feel
there s no factual basis for this and
it's not an effective way to handle it."
She added that Cimerman is asserting she gave privileged information to
Cimerman's expert witness in the
case, a statement she said is "not
well-founded at all."
The penalties of being found in
contempt, Montgomery said, range
from "an oral reprimand possibly to
incarceration, I would imagine."
The defendant in Ohio vs. Cook is
charged with one count of endangering a child and one count of falsification, Cimerman said.
Both Montgomery and Cimerman
said they could not comment further
on a pending case, but that the motion
to have a prosecutor cited with contempt is not a common occurance.
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Challenging Begin's Israel
The murder of hundreds of Palestinians by Israeli-backed
Phalangist militiamen in two refugee camps south of
Beirut is a shocking denoument with which to bring down the
curtain of the lOlklay Israeli production called "Peace for
Galilee."
The tragedy began June 6, when the government of Israel
launched its first offensive war. The Israeli Defense Army
marched into southern Lebanon with the dubious intent of
securing from the Palestinian Liberation Organization the
border region 45 kilometers north of Israel. Hinted at and
vigorously denied at the time was a plan by Prime Minister
Menachem Begin and Defense Minister Ariel Sharon to move
into West Beirut and confront the PLO, then to establish a
Lebanese government headed by Israel's staunch ally, the
Christian Phalange party.
The Phalangists are a right-wing terrorist group so strident (read fascist) that only Begin's Israel would touch
them, supplying them with arms, aid and comfort. Israel
supported them during their aborted attempt to seize power
in the 1975-76 Lebanese civil war. That war "ended" when
Syria sent in peace-keeping forces under the auspices of the
U.N. and imposed its own leftist government on the country a government sympathetic to the Palestinian Cause. Since
then, the Phalangist forces, led by General Bashir Gemayel,
have been instrumental in disrupting the government of
Lebanon and continuing a guerrilla civil war with the PLO
and Syrians.
Now the PLO has been removed from West Beirut, but only
after heated negotiations in which the U.S. was barely able to
prevent the Israelis from waging a final "showdown." The
U.S. restrained its ally from confronting the PLO in the
streets of Beirut, which certainly would have been a bloodbath on both sides.
Now the Israeli army has moved into West Beirut, a
violation of the settlement negotiated by the U.S. for the
removal of the PLO. They have taken the war toward Syria,
shelling the Syrian-held Bekaa valley, which shelters the
remaining Palestinian guerrillas in Lebanon.
Now the Phalangists are in power in Lebanon, thanks to
Begin's Israel. General Gemayel, a terrorist, had been
elected president of the country, to the outrage of the
Lebanese, Syrians and other Arab countries. There was no
dearth of contenders for responsibility in his assassination
last week in Beirut, though no party took credit for the
bombing which killed 26 Christian Phalange Party members.
The Phalangists retaliated for Gemayel's death with the
murderous sweep of the two Palestinian refugee camps in
Israeli-controlled territory south of Beirut. The murders took
place on Friday evening, as the Israeli army let the rightwing militiamen enter the two camps, "unaware" of their
intentions. Israeli soldiers were stationed on a hill overlooking one camp and noticed "nothing wrong" while the murders of hundreds of men, women arid children took place
below. Some reports from the Israeli press indicate that the
army may have fired flares to light the areas for the
Phalangists.
No one is denying that the Phalangists were involved in the
killings. No one is denying that Israel controlled the area of
the two camps and therefore the access and egress of them.
No one is denying that the Phalangists are controlled by
Israel. Yet, no one in the Begin government is taking
responsibility for the holocaust of these Palestinian people Palestinians forced to leave Israel, their homeland, and find
refuge in another country.
These were not Palestinian "terrorists," but people just
trying to live from day to day under conditions imposed on
them by events they could not control. If there is any comfort
in death, it might be that their deaths will have a profound
effect on future events in this sad little pocket of the world.
The U.S. government has finally been jarred into actions
which will separate the actions of the Begin government
from the interests of the Israeli people. The Israeli people
have begun to question the direction in which the Begin
government has led their country - from accomodation in a
hostile world to confrontation with that world.
Menachem Begin has run his country with contempt - for
the Palestinian Cause, the Israeli people, the United States
and true peace. His strength has been his ability to portray
his country as "oppressed," every outside action a threat to
Israel's existence. He has used that strength to build a
government which in effect has become the "oppressor," in
the mistaken belief that his actions are justified for Israel's
continued existence. All over the world, Jews and Israeli
supporters are opening their eyes and realizing that the
"ideal of Israel" and the government of Israel are opposing
forces which threaten to destroy the land of Israel.
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Reagan unjustifiably punishing poor
Chesterton once said that Christianity had not been tried and found
wanting; it has never been tried. The
economic purists of the right say the
same thing about their systems

COMMENT
by Garry Wills
(which are supposed to be less mystical than the Gospels). They are already saying that Reaganomics did
not fail, because it was never really
tried. By this they do not mean simply
that Reagan backed off by accepting
Sen. Robert Dole's plan for a tax nike.
They thought the original tax cuts
were insufficient, even before their
partial reversal.
The original cuts threatened us with
the prospect of large deficits. But they
could only do that because even Rea-

gan's dacronian reductions in spending for the poor were not making a
very big dent in the federal budget. If
that is the case, why are so many
people screaming? Mainly because a
slight cut in terms of the overall
federal budget can be a major deprivation for the segment of the population that is affected, especially it that
segment was only marginally subsidized before.
FURTHERMORE. THE CUTS that
are easiest politically are those that
are personally the most devastating,
without a compensatory good effect
on the general budget. It is easier to
slash welfare for the poor than to
reduce imporvement programs for
the middle class (e.g. student loan
programs). Yet the middle class "entitlements" cost a great deal more
than do programs for the poor. It was
politically easy for Ronald. Reagan, as
a candidate, to attack the latter programs and promise great advantage
from their abolition. But the results

have been nugatory, and it is no
easier now to take on the truly heavy
expenditures like unemployment, or
Social Security and other aids for the
elderly. That was one lesson of Reagan's overridden veto: He was seen
as threatening the old people - which
threatens their middle-class children.

exploration. The corporations seek
government bail-outs when, like the
Three Mile Island facility, they cannot meet their liabilities. Businessmen who attack government
regulation say it should have been
stricter - and so the government is
responsible when they fail to meet
their commitments. This is called
So in one sense, the right-wingers "getting government off your backs"
are correct: Their plan is not being - and it is what makes government
tried. It cannot be. Its mythology - of grow.
the weak-willed poor dragging down
an ethic of achievers - is at odds with
Government is not being disciplined
the political reality: Economic under Reagan, even though the poor
achievers achieve in part because are being mistreated. It is the worst of
they are able to get government sup- both worlds. It would be bad enough if
port for themselves, while denying it we just said depriving the poor is a
to others.
necessary evil to bring about growth.
But it is a sick joke to do the depriving
IN SOCIAL TERMS, even the de- and still get no profit. There should be
fense spending Reagan advocates is a some gam to kicking the poor, if only
form of subsidy to the middle class, to make the act look less gratuitous.
through contracts, jobs, research
grants, education. The same is true of
Garry Wills is a political analyst
government-supported areas of from Baltimore. His column is pregrowth like nuclear energy and oil sented by Universal Press Syndicate.
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"Let* tawautfTO TAXATION0 •WITHOUT TOPRESENTATIOlf'! What congress
would vote taxes without consulting the people? "
ETTERS
It was deeply shocking to read the
"Comment" written by David Weinberg (BG News, September 16, 1982)
Associate Professor of History at
BGSU, who allegedly has "an expertise in Nazi Germany." It is amazing
that a faculty member of this university's College of Arts and Sciences can
find any justification for the unbelievable suffering imposed by the Israeli
nation on the Lebanese and Palestinian people. One must question the
humanity and integrity of one who
defends the destruction, death and
pain that the Israelis have wrought on
a civilian population. Especially is
this so in the case of those who are
Siven responsibility for molding and
irecting the minds and thoughts of
Soung Americans. In taking the BG
ews editorial staff to task, Professor
Weinberg finds it "... an affront to
the victims of Nazism... to associate Israeli military activity in Lebanon with the attrocities of the Third
Reich." He calls Mr. Liarakos' reference to an Israeli final solution of the
Palestinian problem as "an
unconscionable distortion of history."
The Israeli role in the torture and
slaughter of hundreds of Palestinians
during the past few days clearly demonstrates who is attempting to distort
history. Professor Weinberg has the
gall to state that Israel goes out of its
way to spare civilians. Is there any
question as to who is attempting to
distort the truth?
Professor Weinberg is so upset with
the accurate BG News editorial that
he says it"... raises disturbing questions concerning the objectivity and
moral sensitivity of your editorial
staff." Rather than your editorial
raising such questions, it is the misguided, biased and insensitive comments of Professor Weinberg that
raise serious questions concerning
objectivity and moral sensitivity.
Not only should all those connected
with Bowling Green State University
be sad that a member of the University community should be defending
acts of barbarism committed by the
Israelis in Lebanon, but all Americans should feel sorrow and outrage.
After all, the American government
continues to funnel the weapons and
financial aid to Israel that are necessary for carrying out such brutality. Where are the voices of all those

Weinberg comment disturbing
who claim to be for peace?
Lastly, I would like to congratulate
the BG News for its editorial integrity.
Charles R. Chiltla
Professor ol Economics

Student applauds
COCO Escort Service
I am writing to call attention to a
very beneficial service on campus.
COCO's Escort Service offers a safe
alternative to walking home alone at
night. The students working for the
Escort Service generously donate
their time and energy to make this
service successful. Thank you COCO
Escort Service volunteers! Your efforts are appreciated
Andrea Glampetro
Apt. 5B, University Lane

CBS saves hearts
by switching games
On behalf of all the football fans
here at Bowling Green, I would like to
congratulate CBS on its brilliant decision not to televise the last minute of
the Cleveland Browns-Philadelphia
Eagles football game Sunday. Lord
knows that seeing the Eagles score a
touchdown with twenty seconds left in
the game to beat the Browns might
have been too much excitement for
some of us. Think of all the cardiac
arrests, heart attacks and other related medical problems CBS saved by
switching to the dull Rams-Lions contest.
I've got to hand it to the CBS executives. How unselfish they acted when
they decided to sacrifice rating points
in order to assure the health of the
fans watching the game. After all, we
didn't have to see that deciding touch-

WAITING ROOM ONLY

down. We could all read about it in the
paper the following day. This reduces
the risk of heart-related problems
astronomically.
My advise to CBS is this: Every
time you televise a Browns game,
switch over to a different game once
the two minute warning is given in the
fourth Quarter. After all, most of the
Browns games are decided in the last
two minutes. I'm sure this way you'll
save the lives of countless fans who
would ordinarily have had a heart
attack and died while watching the
outcome of the game.
John Shinosky
1S3Rodgers
Editor's note: Look at it this way,
CBS was probably saving you from
having to see what you will miss the
rest of the season with the players'
strike.
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Shakespeare retold

Audience, writer linked in act
by Carole Hornberger
staff reporter

The stage is set for a performance.
At center stage, there is a chair and
an orange bundle. Off to the viewer's
right is an old fashioned writer's desk,
and across stage is a small table and
chair with a black, feather quill resting upon it. The performance area
looks out onto the rows of chairs now
occupied with restless spectators. The
tension grows as the audience awaits
the entrance of the celebrated playwright and actor, Robert Inglis.
Inglis came to Bowling Green,
Tues., Sept. 21, for a live, one-man
dramatization of the different faces of
Shakespeare. His main purpose for
making the performance, other than
entertainment, was to close the gap
formed between the audience and the

writer's world.
"My job with this show and all my
others is to be a link between the
audience and the world that Shakespeare and other writers conceive,"
he said.
Inglis expertly achieved this
through marvelous interpretations of
the personality traits of Shakespeare
along with characterizations of
Shakespeare's heroes in his plays.

standing of what Shakespeare was all
about and why he wrote in such a
superb way. This also fullf ills Inglis'
second purpose for performing, which
is to educate the audience in a positive
manner.
"I like to be as open as possible
while I reflect the text and purpose of
my plays," he said. "This, in turn,
stimulates the viewers into imagining
what they see due to my words?'

INGLIS SAID IN his introduction
that Shakespeare had many sides to
his personality which is why scholars
fought over the "true" Shakespearian
identity. Inglis described these five
different sides as: the safe, the troublemaker, the craftsman, and the
skeptical. Through lively, energetic
ana entertaining dramatization, Inglis established a sense of warm under-

INGLIS HAS HAD plenty of experience with educating and stimulating
his audiences. He began writing as a
journalist in London and then went
into the theater as an actor and a
playwright. Various tutors in London
drama schools helped him make the
change to acting. He also belongs to
many acting companies such as The
see INGLIS page 4
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"YOU JUST need someone there
to hug you and to just reaffirm that
you are okay. What you're going
through is not something that you
did wrong and that you have to feel
guilty of,' she said. "It's a situation that does happen, and you're
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okay, you can deal with it."
Although Jane did not get professional help during her crisis, she is
currently considering joining a
women's group.
"At the time, I thought going
into counseling meant you can"
handle your own problems, you
need someone else to help you
along," she said, adding that she
now wishes she would have gotten
professional help.
"There are so many issues involved and so many issues later
that you have to deal with," she
said. "It's better to open up and get
it out.
"It's almost like a grieving process," she said, adding she thinks
she has finally reached the end of
hers.
Jane said she thinks there is a
social change that must take place
before men change their perception of the prescribed way to treat
women.

Purcell's Bike Shop
Purcen

Saturday Sept. 25

A New Dimentlon
£
In Terror...

WE

and make things even worse.
"The circle continues and unfortunately I don't have a good feeling
about myself for dealing with it,"
she said. "Others don't know, but
they're just reinforcing all my
(negative) beliefs about myself,
and I guess that's the issue I'm
dealing with now."
Jane's group of close friends
were her biggest help in getting her
through her crisis period, she said.
"They were always there when I
needed them," she said. "At the
time I never knew when it would
happen. I'd be sitting in a room and
all of a sudden start crying. It was
a very tense time.

rape). A lot of people don't know
what to do, so they lust walk
away," she said. "That s just another put-down, and your esteem
gets lower and lower.
Lack of self-esteem has been the
biggest psychological problem
Jane has had to deal with since the
attack. Although she is active in
many campus organizations and
appears confident to people she
confronts on a daily basis, she said
her self-confidence is only superficial. The problem she was facing,
she said, drove her to become so
busy she did not have to think about
the rape.
SHE SAID SOME of her friends
unknowingly gnaw away the little
bit of self-confidence she has by
teasing her or putting her down in
fun.
"People do things as a joke, not
knowing," she said, adding that
often these jokes "hit sore spots

Congratulations Men!
The Phoenix Takes Flight

now open Sunday's!
(12 to 5)

ALPHA SIGS ALPHA SIGS ALPHA SIGS ALPHA SIG

THETA CHI
RUSH

29 Gallon Bk.
AQUARIUM
$19.75
w/hood purchase

\ ojppor^oyyo''
Don't be ioolcd by our

outdoorsy appearance
Pappafrillo's warm and fleecy
slipper is an essential around
the house'

PENNY SALE

HAMPSHIRE; J-J 7_QQ

ON TROPICAL FISH

JoAnn's
•Bjffr

Buy one fish at our regular low Price
and receive its mate for a penny. Good
on over 90% of fish in stocK except for
Salt Water Fish.

1084 S. MAIN ST.
(Neil 10 McDonald*.!
J52-0059

Thru Sunday DAVY JONES LOCKER

through.

sept. 26

178 s. Main 354-1885

CHALLENGE 8. RESPONSIBILITY
Here's why we're your
best career
opportunity

Mouth It!

■ We are one of the leaders in the number of seismic
crews active in the U.S.

■ True potential for career advancement.
■ One of the Petroleum industry's best training programs.

" October 7 and 8

Hours. 10-9 M-F
9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun

HURRY!
Sale Is for
LIMITED TIME
QNIY!.... J

1072 N. Main, B.G.
352-8779
SAVE$$$
Make Your Own Pizza
uwausn

Amoco Will be
intarviawing on campus:

Tel. 352-6516

The Pizza Store

■ Excellent starting salary and top-notch benefits.

An Equil Opportunity Employer M/F - H/V

At Command
Performance
in Bowling Green!
Our famous shampoo,
precision haircut
& blow-dry styling
(Reg. $14)
NOW ONLY $10!
Adfl BIG SAVINGS
on permanents and
all salon coloring!

2 songs/BAND

Accomplishments like these demonstrate our growing
exploration commitment and with growth comes
excellent career opportunities. If you desire a position
of challenge and responsibility as an entry-level
Geologist, and have a masters or doctorate in geology
we're the Company for you. We offer:

A Subsidiary of Standard Oil Company (Ind.

SALE!

the UAO Office
ANYTIME UP TO
SHOWTIME

■ We have drilled more net wells since 1977 than
any other major oil company-

Amoco Production Company (USA)

HAIRSTYLE

Register your band in

■ Amoco holds more undeveloped domestic acreage
than any of it's competitors.

Please check within your department for more information.

AUTUMN

Air Band Contest
Oct. 9th

Amoco Production Company (USA) is a dynamic, growth
oriented subsidiary of Standard Oil Company(lndiana) and
our achievements have made us a leader in oil and gas
exploration.

Not to mention that you'll be with us in Houston, a city
you've no doubt heard a lot about, anti-one that lives
up to its reputation as an attractive and exciting place
to be.

GREAT
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SWISS
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Organizational Meeting
for

Prairie Margins
the literary Undergraduate Magazine
Thursday, September 23 3 p.m.
106
needed:
Hanna Hall
poetry editor
fiction editor
graphic designers

copy editors
general staff
readers

Submissions of poetry, fiction, photos.
drawings can be mailed to:
Prairie Margins
200 University Hall

// you cannot attend, see Robert Early,
Faculty Advisor 106 Hanna Hall

"Maybe it will go away."

Library:
Archives broaden students' education
by Dan Holt
reporter

The Popular Culture Library gives students a
chance to view modern
American culture through
literature, visual aids and
its extensive collections.
The Library was established in 1968 by BUI
Schurk, who is now in
charge of the Sound Recordings Archives. It be6an because Dr. Ray
rown, who was an English professor, had ideas
for courses in the field of
popular culture and a collection was needed to support them, Schurk said.
The library was opened in
the spring of 1969.
Schurk s intention was

to go beyond the needs of
the University - to create a
center of popular culture
for the entire country. The
collection includes many
valuable items and is continually expanding, he
said.
THE LIBRARY contains books on popular
American literature of the
20th century. According to
Schurk, some of its main
strengths are juvenile fiction, science fiction, westerns, sports, and
encyclopedias. Many samples of series fiction, such
as "The Hardy Boys" and
"Nancy Drew*' collections
are also included, he said.
The concern is with items
which relate to the leisure
arts, he added.

TKcfixcnuMvl nM»'u-\'i'iJ« 11 IIK-bnwiJibn«wiiN

EXPERIENCE the fun and adventure of

SCUBA
* TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSONAL ASSOCIATION OF
DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)

In addition to printed open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
materials, Schurk said the Monday througl|h Thurslibrary also has a very day, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Frilarge archives section. day, ll a.m. to 6 p.m.,
This area includes every- Satur
turday, and 1 p.m. to 10
thing from bubblegum p.m. Sunday.
cards and comic books to
handbills and posters, he
Related to, but not disaid. The archives also in- rectly involved with the
clude a collection of high Popular Culture Library is
school and college year- the Sound Recordings Arbooks, some of which date chives, located on the third
back to the early 1900's.
floor of the library. Schurk
said that both the Sound
SCHURK SAID the only
other university with a
popular culture library is
Michigan State University. . . . from Page 3
He said that, although they
have a good selection of Royal Court Acting Comcomic materials and fic- pany. He also performed in
tion, overall they are not as
Oliver" as Mr. Beatle.
extensive as Bowling Inglis said along with his
Green's. Schurk stressed acting he enjoys writing.
they are not trying to comAdaptions of the "Canpete with anyone.
terbury Tales," "Lord of
the Rings," and the "Hob"There may be others bit" are some of the major
around that have similar plays he has done. Inglis
holdings, but don't have sums up his play adaptions
the same intentions as we by describing how he
did when we organized," writes them.
he said.
"First of all, the subject
must appeal to you as well
The Popular Culture Li- as to the outside world," he
brary is located on the first said. "There must be a
floor of the library and is market for your subject. I

Inglis

Archives and the Popular
Culture Library "support
with equal strength the
field of popular culture."
The sound department is
not a sidelight to the other
library, he said. Both reference areas work toward
the same purpose. At this
time the Archives has a
collection of over 200.000
recordings, most of which
are available for student
use.

also watch the length of my
performance. A perfomance can not be too long
or the audience will lose
interest. The most important rule I follow is discipline. I always stick with
what I set out to do unless I
feel it is absolutely
wrong," he said.
AS INGLIS BEGAN his
outstanding, dramatic performance, it was obvious
to the viewer that this man
had put all he had into the
play and undoubtedly has
fullfilled his purpose and
become the link between
the audience and the
writer.

* FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES

Senior
Representative
Application

' FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS
* OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

sign up or call the Rec Center 372-271

Anyone May Pick one up inj
UAO Office - Sept. 21-24

SENIORS!

Deadline Due:

Sept 27

5:00 p.m. 1

203 N. MAIN Bowling Green - 352 3166
-REE DELIVERY $2.50 Minimum open 4 p.m

If you spend
more than
$
88 $
88

29

8TANDABD CLEAB CLASS
SINGLE VISION LENS »•
• •400 TO -200 CYL.

49

STANDARD (.LANS
BIFOCALS
• -400 TO -MO CYL.

IncuOtg your choc* of over 1000 current frame fashions Tinted plastic
over we out of stock taneee. prrced higher

for quality
eyeglasses
you may need
more than your
eyes examined.
THE F RICES WE ADVERTISE
ARE THE PRICES YOU PAY
Netureey. you don't buy evegieseet every arerk. but anen you cen save
•30. MO or ISO on e smote pair ol gusset triers e saving *or!h e trio to
BURLINGTON OPTICAL
Our lensee and rremes come from the same reputable manufacturers as
thoaa at the moat enpenuve oplrciana No matter how much you spend,
you can't BUY batter or more proteeeronal fitting and service than ours
EYES EXAMINED BY OR KENNETH G BAKER. 0 0
not. lull iHti til iHues s JOJ s»t i»i joaouDwo tsuM

SENIOR
YEARBOOK
PORTRAITS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

—.

Start Monday, September 27
Make Your Appointment NOW!

372-0086

310 Student Services
■■■■MM

;——~
•

•

■

.

W^m Burlinqton V
■, Optical INC V

!
<

'

—

'
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Pel therapy patient George ' 'Blinky *' Longslreth poses with his parrot Thunderbird.

bird's-eye view is often (nought
of as a sweeping panorama from
high overhead. But not for the
birds- at Lima State Mental
Hospital for the Criminally Insane.
Their view is not a breathtaking
angle. It is of barred windows and
institutional gray and green walls. It is
more insightful.
From their vantage point they see
murderers, rapists, arsonists-men who
have made mistakes. These birds,
along with cats, goats, rabbits and even
deer are part of the pet therapy
program at Lima State.
"I think birds or whatever type of
pet it is, help the patient more than any
type of medication," convicted
murderer and pet therapy patient Dave
Tress, said.
Therapy was not always the top
priority at Lima Stale, Dave Lee,
founder of the program, said.
"This used to be one kick-ass
place," Lee said. "They used to say the
only therapist here was 'Thorn
McAnne.' "
Lee has served as social worker at
Lima State for 11 years. Before
starting the program he basically
worked from behind a desk.
His methods are unconventional but
at the same time very down to earth.
"Without the animals as a catalyst this
job wuld be too much like work," Lee
said.
An animal lover, Lee started the pet
therapy program eight years ago with
one aquarium and two parakeets.
"In the fall and spring, baby birds
would fall out of their nest and the
patients would take an interest in
them," Lee said. "The only thing is
these birds would usually die and that
made the situation even worse.
"I thought it would be nice if we
could it with an animal that wouldn't
die."
There are now 185 animals in the
program, most of which are donated
' from outside sources. Many times the
animal is injured or disabled, which is
beneficial for the patient. Not only is
the patient taking care of the pet but is
saving its life too, Lee said.
According to Lee, the program helps
depressed and suicidal patients the
most. Of the 200 patients at Lima
State, 45 to 50 participate in the
program. Some patients are not suited
for this type of therapy, however.
"I won't trust an aggressive patient
with the care of an animal," Lee said.
"The animal's saftey comes first."
The pets provide companionship and
immediate responsibility for the

Birds
View

patient, something they readily
welcome.
"The idea was to find something
that didn't belong to the state and that
was non-threatening, Lee said.
"These guys are always being told
what to do by the nurses, doctors and
attendants. The pets don't give orders,
so they don't pose an> threat."
For many of the patients, the pets
fufill these needs and sometimes much
more.
"It's someone to love and have love
back, convicted arsonist and pet
therapy patient Ron Vitale said
These animals are like our own sons
or daughters. They're someone to take
care of."
The patients al Lima Stale come
from the state penitentiaries. They go
before a review board at the hospital
every six months. If they are deemed
not dangerous to themselves or to
others, they are sent back the prison to
serve the remainder of their sentence.
This is one drawback to the program.
"They won't allow pets in prison,"
Lee said. "When the patient is sent
back to the joint, he has lo find a
friend or family to take care of the
animal."
Lee's success cannot be measured in
terms of curing each patient. Many
times patients are returned to prison
before they are ready. Consequently,
they are usually sent back to the
hospital when they are unable to adjust
lo prison life.
One patient, Lee said, could not
adjust to prison life. He spent two
years in seclusion never coming out of
his cell, before being returned to Lima
Slate.
"The prison system stinks, Lee said.
"The reason why they want patients
sent back lo prison as soon as possible
is because it costs the slate $160 a day
to keep them here and only $17 a day
to keep them in prison."
All of Lee's patients are serving
lengthy prison terms—some are serving
life sentences. But he has also had
patients who relurn to the outside
world to use what they learned in pel
therapy.

(upper left) Glen Lamp puts his cat Midnight down so she can eat. The cat lives with Lamp in his room at the hospital. Lamp
has been at Lima State for eighteen years, (above) The stickers and posters on the door of George Longslreth reveals his
feelings for his pet. (lower left) Dave Lee and patient Ron Vitale feed the two goats. Friendly and Billy, that are kept in the
courtyard of the hospital.

Story and Photos by Dale Omori

One of Lee's former patients is now
volunteering at Longview State
Hospital in Cincinnati in hopes of
starting a similar program . Another is
now working with the humane society
in Atlanta, Georgia.
A bird's eye view is usually one of
outside looking down. In Lima Slate it
is one of inside looking out.
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BG halted by Bishops again

+ LOOK FOR
Tomorrow's EDITION OF

The BG News'

by Kermlt Rowe
sports reporter

Weekender

History has a way of
repeating itself.
A case in point is the
Bowling Green-Ohio Wesleyan soccer series.
A year ago, The Falcons
went into their fifth game
of the 1981 season with four
straight shutout victories.
Their opponent was Ohio
Wesleyan, which promptly
took some of the winds out
of the BG sails with a 2-2 tie
at the Bishops' home field.
Heading into yesterday's fifth game of the 1982
season at Mickey Cochrane Field, the situation
was relatively the same.
The Falcons were 4-0 and
unscored upon and Wesleyan again provided the
competition.

Your Guide to
Entertainment and the Arts *

Look for the first issue of the

BUCK SWAMP
coming this monday.

DOMINO'S PIZZA

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

352-1539

There were a couple differences in the two situations, such as the game site
and a year's time. But
those weie the only differences, because the Bishops
again did some damage to
a fine BG start by handing
the Falcons a 2-1 defeat.
The two teams have
been playing close games
since the inception of the
BG-OW series in 1966.
Since then, the teams have
managed to split the series
right down the middle,
with four wins, four losses,
and four ties for each
school. In the last four
years, Wesleyan has won
two and tied two, giving
BG coach Gary Palmisano
headaches year-in and
year-out.
"I DON'T KNOW what it
is about them (Wes-

[PLANNING A PIZZA PARTY? <
CALL

i

MYLES PIZZA

QELA^REE^IZZA
BUY ANY LARGE 16" PIZZA
WITH 2 ITEMS AND GET A
SMALL 12" CHEESE PIZZA

516 E. WOOSTER
352-1504

FREE!!!
LlGST \SK!

No Coupon Needed

2-1 and eventually the
game.
THE CLOSEST the Falcons came to a tying goal
was at the 5:28 mark when
junior striker BUI Roberts
had a one-on-one situation
with Bishop goalie Jeff
Schermerhorn and missed
right of the goal.
"The opportunities are
being created, we are just
not scoring goals," said
Palmisano.
"It is a disappointing
loss at this time, but we
have another match on
Saturdav," he continued.
"Sometimes I wish our
schedule was like football's and we had a week
between games. But we
don't. We will have to train
more on finishing in our
upcoming practice ses-

"Our kids really look
forward to this game,"
Martin said. "But! can't
help but think that BG
might take us a little too
lightly. They have some
top schools like Indiana
and Cleveland State on
their schedule. Maybe it is
A BG pushing penalty because we are Division
with 23:48 remaining in the III."
game proved to be suicidal
for the Falcons as the BishThe next Falcons'
ops turned it into the game- match will be at home for
winning goal. Gowan parents' day against
rammed the penalty kick Wright State this Saturpast BG goalkeeper Joe day. The game will start at
Koury to give the Bishops a 2 p.m.

MEXICAN NIGHT

o.

Ij2

FAST, FRIENDLY, FREE DELIVERY
(not valid with any other offer)

The closest BG came to
scoring in the first half
followed the referee's yellow-carding of Wesleyan's
Ken Highland with 1:33
remaining. Neil Ridgwav
followed the warning with
an inbounds kick from the
left sidelines which
bounced off the top crossbar of the goal. Senior Dan
Popp sent the rebound over
the goal and the scoring
opportunity was wasted.
"We have been having
some problems with getting started early," said
Bishops' head coach Jay
Martin. "We had four key
starters to replace from
last year. They (the replacements) aren't meshing well at first."

THE OPENING of the
second half was exactly
opposite the first-half style
ot play as BG broke the
scoring ice at the 36:25.
The Falcons' Mark
Johnson was streaking
down the left side of the
Bishops' goal when Wesleyan s co-captain Jim Liacouras tripped him up and
was called for a penalty.
Ridgway put the penalty
kick into the deep left corner of the goal to give BG a
1-0 lead and himself, his
fifth goal of the year.
"We had a letdown after
our first goal," Palmisano
said, "and that shouldn't
happen. I don't know why
it happened, it just happened.
The Bishops wasted no
time on taking advantage
of the BG letdown. NCAA
Division III Ail-American
candidate Charlie Louria
took some speed off of a
beautiful centering pass
from co-captain John Gowan by turning it into a
headshot into the lower left
corner of the Falcon goal.
Suddenly, iust 1:03 after
the BG goal, the game was
tied.

IPHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS I
i

DFFER GOOD UNTIL SATURDAY SEPT. 25

iiiiiiiiHiimiiiiiiiiniii

leyan)," said Palmisano,
whose teams have went 12-2 against the Bishops
since tie took the job in
1978. "We didn't play consistently well. At times we
would look good, but we
had a lot of opportunities to
score and missed them."
The first half was a classic defensive battle, with
no score resulting. BG
managed just four shots on
goal to the Bishops' one.
But Wesleyan out-fouled
the Falcons 8-3 and as a
result, what little offensive
flow there was seemed to
belong to BG. In fact, the
first and only Wesleyan
shot on goal didn't come
until 8:24 remained in the
45-minute half.

° Tonight 7:30 - Alpha Gamma Delta
jjj Sorority House on New Fraternity Row

n:::iiiiiniMiiiiiiMMHMMn

_j

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with

All Interested Men Welcome

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

a.
PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS PHI DELTS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY\

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES

NOU LIKE

Unspoken Wads

*

There are many ways lo show alteclion. but this sign
is universal il silenlly says I Love You
The sign is tormed by extending the thumb, index and
little fingers ot the right hand With palm
torward, the hand is directed toward the intended
person An unusual gilt thai will always be
cherished as a silent reminder ol your true leelings
Designed and cratted by J & C Ferrara
In Vermeil $23.50
In Sterling Silver $1 7 00

DANCE?
This Sat./Sept. 25
8:00- 11:00 p.m.

Disc Jockey will be crankin
the tunes w/the beat

• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

I»K>»7*

SIDEDOOR $1.00 Admission

IE.WELHY>TOR»

* BOW1IN6 GM1IH.OHIO

TROUBLE
BOYS
Friday &

Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

APPEARING THIS WEEKEND AT

■X^,JkW0&W&*0+&*&fi?*^^^q^»?«^**?

Fall Specials
Sweaters
Selected Styles
25%-40% Off

Fall Cottons
Prints* Stripes* Solids
Skirts 'Tops • Dresses
30%-50% Off

Denim Skirts
Entire Stock
30%-40% Off

Fall Handbags
Selected Styles
30% Off

Danskln Leotard
Selected Style
25%-40% Off

No Cover
Charge

10 p.m. ■
2 a.m.

Thurs • Fri • Sat
HangTen Coordinates
Tops • Shorts • Pants • Vests
25% Off

Seniors:

Saturday

Happy Hours: 4-6 p.m.

DO IT!

9-10 p.m.

CASETS

DON'T MISS THE FUN I
FREMONT

HAMBURGERS

SEPTEMBER 24, 25, 26

wn
Don't forget to register
for our Sweepstakes giveaway

W. Poe Rd.

%
E. Poe Rd.

THE PO WDER PUFF
525 Ridge St.
1st block west
of Mac Dorms

BUY TWO
SINGLES

USEONE

i

QETONE
SINGLE

OR

j

FREE

MORECOUPONS

Hours:
,
Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30
,
Tues. Eve. til 9:00 p.m. <

(

n »im

CUP THU COUPON

CUP TM» COUPON

I
I

M,

Free Med.
Drink w/
Purchase of
Taco Salad
Exp 10-3-82

FAIRGIOUNDS - FREMONT, OHIO
WOODjN rlOOt-KHMANINTIlDO.
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The Faternity of
Phi Gamma Delta

Falcon spikers blast Toledo In straight games
by Kermlt Rowe
sports reporter
Bowling Green's women's volleyball team recorded its' first home
victory of the season and
upped its' overall record to
2-4 with a 15-11,15-10,15-10
straight-set victory over
visiting rivals Toledo in
Mid-American Conference
action last night at Anderson Arena.
For BG, it was a rarity
to play a team that had
more youth on its' roster
than the Falcons did. The
Rockets sported nine

freshmen on their 12player roster.
From the opening whistle, one could tell that BG
was the superior team as
the Falcons jumped out to
a quick 5-0 lead on the
serving strength of junior
Tracy Livesey and freshman Cheri Pumphrey.
But the Rockets immediately proved that they
were not going to play dead
as they took the next eight
points to grab an 8-5 lead.
It was Livesey's serving
again that put the Falcons
back in command as she
had four straight points to
take the Falcons from a !MI

deficit to a 12-9 lead. A
Julaine Flick kill gave a 1511 first-game victory to
BG.
Livesey was high scorer
for that game with six
Gints while Dawn Pemrton had five. Flick had
four kills in the first game.
VICTORY IN the second
game for BG seemed in
doubt as the Rockets
blasted out to a 10-5 lead.
But the Falcons recovered
in fine fashion, taking the
next ten points and the
game, 15-10. Back-to-back
service aces by Pumphrey
proved to be the Rockets'

downfall as they gave BG
the key 13th and 14th points
of the match.
Pumphrey was the high
scorer in the second game
with five points while Flick
continued to make her
Eresence felt with six kills.
*nee Man waring and Livesey added four kills a
piece to the second game
victory.
In the final game of the
evening, the score was tied
at 7-7 until freshman Deb
Hopkins and Manwaring
comined for the next five
service points to give BG a
commanding 12-7 lead. The
Falcons went on to win that

Pledge class of 1982
Also includes

play and controlled the
game at the same time.
Haines was then asked
to put the Falcons' performance in its' first six
games into perspective.
"Right now, it's a matter of proving to them that
they are talented. We had a
very difficult week in practice because I have more
confidence in their abilities
than they do. It takes a
Same like this to prove it to
lem."
Next action for the Falcons will be at the Ferris
State Tournament this Friday and Saturday in Ferris, Michigan.

game by a 15-10 count also.
"We have never won in
three straight games since
I've been here," Falcons'
coach Sandy Haines said.
"I think that that shows
how our program is comingY along.
'TONIGHT'S GAME
just proved to them (the
Falcon players) what I've
been telling them all along
- they have talent," she
continued. "They definately controlled the tempo
of the game tonight. The
thine we did tonight that
we naven't done before
was that we kept the ball in

Andrew Elliot Stockdale
Dean Wagner Taylor
The News regrets
that these names were
spelled Incorrectly
in yesterday's paper

SOUTH SIDE 6
PEPSI

Sports Briefs
Bowling Green junior
safety Martin Bayless has
been named as the MidAmerican Conference Defensive Player of the Week
for his performance in the
Falcons' 34-30 victory over
Central Michigan in Mt.
Pleasant, Mich., last Saturday.
Bayless made 10 tackles
(five of them solos)
against CMU, knocked
down one pass, and made
the game-saving interception of the Falcon one-yard
line with just 52 seconds
left in the game.
The Chippewas had a
first down at the BG 10yard line, but Bayless
stepped in front of the intended CMU receiver on
the next play to pick off the
pass and preserve BG's
first victory over CMU
since 1952.
The game-saving interception was Bayless' 14th
in his Bowling Green career, a school record. Bayless now has interceptions
in six consecutive games.
He had interceptions in the
final four games of the 1981
season, and has picked off
one pass in each of BG's
first two games this year.
A first all-MAC and honorable mention All-America pick last season,
Bayless ranked third in the
nation and first in the conference with seven inter-1
ceptions. With his 14
career interceptions, he is
closing in on the MAC alltime record of 19 set by
Lou Harris of Kent State in
1965-67, and Bayless has
nearly two full seasons remaining.
The MAC Offensive
Player of the Week is
Maimi tailback Jay Peterson, who rushed for 169
yards and three touchdowns in the Redskins' victory over Northwestern,
last Saturday.

X-LARGE EGGS

8pk. Ret.

Grade A

$1.59

1 Doz. 79*

postage stamps available

The Bowling Green
rugby team rolled to three
victories over Kent State
last weekend, beating the
Golden Flashes 21-12, 28-0,
and 22-12.
While BG's scoring was
spread out among twelve
different players, Kent
State flyhalf George
Amalii provided all of the
Flashes offensive fireworks. When native of Kenya sat out the second
match, the Falcons were
able to shut down the
Flashes' offense.

"Kent is a totally differ- Leach's drop-kick field
ent team with him on the goal was easily the most
field," stated Falcon cap- spectacular play of the
tain Greg Westervelt. "On match. Dave Meyer's lone
one of his scores in the conversion made the final
third match he (Amalii) score 21-12.
broke six solid tackles."
The second match was
Aside from Kent's all BG as Scott Huff, Dave
Amalii, Bowling Green to- Miller, Bill Miller, and
tally dominated all three rookie sensation Steve
contests. Kent did not man- Carte each got a try a piece
age to cross the mid-field while Ncik Lukaszewicz
stripe until early in the booted three conversion
second half of the first kicks and two penalty
match. Mike McKeon and kicks in the 28-0 victory.
Larry Leese scored tries
The third match went
while Mitch Leach got two. nearly the same way as

Golf Tournament

Bob McGloughlin and
Dave Wilt each scored

12:00 Noon

Sign ii|i in li.iir.i.iiic-. in 1 \<> uffi. ■<• /•,.,- /),„■ / j„„, /J,.,,.,,•.,,,,„,

BGSU Golf Course
$20.00/person includes:

green fees!

prizes: umbrellas, gloves, a putter, club membership, and lessons!
Raffle: Golf Bag! Bar-B-Que Cookout

Cash and Carry Specials
SWEETHEART ROSES

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

Assorted Colors

DOZ.

HELIUM FILLED. MYLAR OR LATEY
BALLOONS AVAILABLE

Houses
Efficiences

Birchwood Place

Furnished &
Unfurnished

■ 8th & High St.

650 Sixth St.
Maple Grove
818 Seventh St.
Small Buildings
between 6th & 7th Sts.

@

TOES—FRI ONLY !
Sept. 21-24

1 Bedroom

We now have

FEATURES
2 Bedroom-Furnished
Gas Heat
Laundry Area in Each Bldg
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space
Ample Parking

JAFRO AMERICAN!
STYLING
Must Present This Coupon
11616 E. Wooster

• ALL RESIDENTS ARE GRANTED THE PRIVELEGE
OF A MEMBERSHIP TO THE CHERRY WOOD
HEALTH SPA 83S HIGH ST.

3 doors from Cinema

352 2566

12 DAYS ONLY'CASH ONLY»NO CHECKSl

SPORTING GOODS
MERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE NAME BRANDS OF MERCHANDISE THAT MUST BE SOLD DURING THIS FINAL SAIE' DON t MlSS OUT'

m

QconwERse1

adidas^ U)i£*<m 0H5ETR

:/on
H

=»*«

GRAND OPENING

10%
ALL SPORTSWEAR
FREE PAINTERS CAP WITH PURCHASE
• T-SHIRTS •
• BASEBALL JERSEYS •
* LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRTS *
• FOOTBALL JERSEYS •
• SCHOOL JACKETS *
• POLO SHIRTS •
• HOODED SWEATSHIRTS *
Inquire about custom
screen printing and
computerized embroidery.
112 South Main
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Call 354-3098

OTHER RENTALS

Haven House
Piedmont Apts

LIQUIDATION

$5.00

Myles' Flowers
Dairy Queen Bldg.
Facing Railroad Tracks

HAIR REPAIR)
50% Off
S
All Hair Cuts 8

9:00 ■ 4:30

APARTMENT COMPLEXES

Corner of S. Main
and Napoleon

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

$5.00
DOZ.

FANCY CARNATIONS

737 S. Main
352-8639

835 HIGH ST. - RENTAL OFFICE
PHONE 352-9378

"Fourman Scramble"
Sept. 26

once while Wayne McClain
scored twice.

TUBE SOCKS

SPALDING • PUMA
WILSON • CONVERSE

VALUES FROM 1 50 2 50

T-SHIRTS

NOW
ONLY

k,RtG •> 00 6 OO VALUt

NOW
ONLY

NAME
BRAND
BASEBALLI
>> SLEEVES

AND
UP!

99<

1.99
SPORT

NOW

V

IZOD SOCKS 1 49

AND JERSEYSl

0

pr
O' 3 pt lor 4 00

OR J FOR 5.00

"NOW

0

ONLY

QQ^I

C-.W Op,

2,000 PR. ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR MUST GO!

n

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
OVER 2,000 PR IN STOCK1
£l TENNIS'RACOUl THAU • BASKHRAu
JOGG1NG»SOFIBALL»ROCCER»> >

NOW
ONLY

VALUES
FROM 28 00 TO
48.00

1299

AND
UP'

NOW
ONLY

12 NAME BRAND
MANUFACTURERS'

FAMOUS NAME BRAND

WARM-UPS

-| 4oo
■99

AN
D
AND

~

UP'

rfr

VALUL6 FROM 2b UU 1U I UL.JU

HUNDREDS OF ITEMS AT COST & BELOW!
HEAVYWEIGHT

SWEATPANTS
SWEATSHIRTS

adidas
WARM-UP
JACKETS

WITH ZIPPERED FRONT
^ASSORTED COLORS
AND HOOD
REG 30.00
STYLES AND NAME BRANDS
NOW
^e
VALUES TO 12 00
ONLY
I O 99

NOW

5.99 J*o

SWEATSHIRTS
AND VESTS TOO'

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

ry NAME
{ J BRAND
VTENNIS

RUNNING ///
AND
WEAR
//RACQUET-I
VALUIS

IO

>6 0L

NOW
ONLY

SW 5.99

I

BALL

RACQUETSl

WILSON
• SPALDING

•$AVED0N

1630 E WOOSTER • ST RT 64|

I4TH • 1
ISATI
*1>

lAY » SEP
NLYCASHONLY:

I-6PI

B rhe BG Newt/September 23. 1962

LOST Sal at me Balfilub Races. In
the Md between Quads . a ladies
gold Caraveta watcn with two thin
Mack corda aa the hand Valuable lo
owner, smel reward' Contact Jil at 24929
RCWAROI I LOST MY WALLET.
EITHER IN OR AROUND THE ART
BLDQ OR SOME WHERE ALONG
MOGE ST. UP TO COURT ST. I
DON'T CARE ABOUT THE I. I
DON'T CARE ABOUT THE WALLET.
I NEE0 MY I.D.S. DROP OFF IN ON
CAMPUS MAILBOX 1182 OR CALL
6744S48 COLLECT IVIH.

CLASSIFIEDS
Clemi.lw.) iota, ore 40c per line • I.M ilnlmnm. NU ITM 50c ..no pei
ad. Appro«imotalr 25 lo 30 spaces per lift*.
CAMHJ»/CITY IVmrS luling. lo. non -protH. publk •...,<• adiv.l.n will b.
interred ONCI to' *'•• and of regular 'ate. thereafter.
Deadline for oil li.ting. i. 2 day. before publication al 4:00 p.m. Friday al
4 p.m. u the deadline for the Tuesday edition.
Cloiulied lormi or. available al tha M Mewl office. 1H Ur.lv.nliy Hall.
HACQUETBALL CLUB MEETING
WED SEPT 29. 220 MSC 9 00

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

p»>

Sept 23, 1982
Sod 23. 1882
CHOfCE-Oay SlurMol Union IMI
mgs every Thursday al 8 15 pm St
Thomas Moore Al welcome
Fraternity and Sorority
Presidents and Invited Guest
Plnftatenic and tnterfratermty Councils cordially invite you lo attend then
FALL FACULTY RECEPTION
Thurs . Sept 23. 7 30 9 30 pm m
me Presidents Lounge-Ice Arena
Gel tnvorved.Pie Law society
Business Meeting
Mon Sepl 27
730pm I 10 BA8IO0
Al are invited

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
1-600-438-8039

Birthday Cakes
Jacks Bakery
Across from HarVvnan

LOST: 2 gold rings extreme senllmenlal .alua to me. REWARD will
be given. Lo.l Thurs. the 18th. PM.
In Art Annei. call 352-1411.

SKYDIVING!
For information call
WCK SURLEY 372-5848

LOST AND FOUND
NEED RIDE TO FROM CINCINNATI
ON FRI OCT 1 WEEKEND WILL
HELP W GAS CALL TOM 352-8940

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352 7305 alter 5pm

Cam Plerce-CongraOs
on beeig
elected to me 1982-83 Orientation
Board
we are very proud ol you'
Love, your Crn-0 Solera
Chi-0 E»ec. JP. Unde. Deo. Lu. Jan.
Jut*. KD. Barbie and Nelte-Youre
dotfig a area! job. Keep the lira
burning' WCN Cnf?
COMING SOON"
KAPPA DELTA-ZETA BETA TAU
CROQUET TOURNEY
SUN. OCT 10

HAPPY HOURS AT SAM B'S
44)PM6a.t0PMDAIlY'!!!!MI
BOOJ. BURK, WASHENBUSHEN
AND BINOAYThanks lor being there
when I needed you most you guys
sre the best1 P S the vmo was great'
Lets do it agam soon* xxoo BOOJCO

RIDE AVAILABLE TO CHICAGO
AND OR WISCONSIN AREA FRIDAY SEPT 24TH AM CALL 352
1398

Lost rmmarure lemale scnnauzer on
9/16/82 Saver-grey, red collar
MIUI REWARD 352 6085

CALL AND WISH BOB A HAPPY
FACE LIFT 372-6931

PERSONAL

Rides AvaaeNe lo Canton- Mass
Area on Friday Sept 24lh Cal
352-8521

LOST-OREEN IZOO WIN06REAKER
LEFT IN BA 102 ON MON 9 20
PLEASE CALL AL-354 1993

Astrology charts drawn & interpreted
Can 354-1357

WILL TYPE PAPERS REPORTSTEXT 6 STATS 352-6038 EARLY
AM OR WKENOS REASONABLE
RATES

RIDES
Found Gel's High School ring. Piqua
Central '83 To claim go lo Campus
Salary and Security

ATTENTION!
ALL FRESHMAN AND NEW TRANSFER STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO
THE NEW STUDENT REUNION. FRIDAY, SEPT. 34, FROM 7-10 PM AT
THe STUDENT REC CENTER.
GAMES. PRIZES, FUN FOR ALL!
BRING TWO I.D.'S. WE STILL
CAREI SPONSORED BY THE
ORIENTATION BOARD

SERVICES OFFERED

Congraoulalion8 to our new social
chairman Dana Kruckner and lo Carrie Austffg. our new activities chairman We know youll both do a
lanlastic rob Love your Alpha Chi
Sisters
CongraduWIions to Joanne Kuhn. our
new junior panhel Rep and to Ion
Mcdevitt on your Sec of Pommerelts
position Love, the DZ s

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
'1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
27
30
34
35
37
38
39
40
41
43
45
46
48
50

ACROSS
Museum artilacts
Lane
Greek cheese
Crooked
Vulcan's
workshop
Mosque official
Parly slew
Aleutian island
Historic Yugoslav
leader
One of the Rands
Car of yesteryear
Become ragged
Pleasanl
African tribal
group
Weapon of old
Haywire
Director Mervyn
Test answer
Came up with
Gypsy fellow
Shoshonean
Times of day
Barcelona abodes
Piper
Sign on certain
vehicles
Picayune
Dragon, to
St. George

52 Threatening
words
55 British kiln
56 Uncle of fame
59 Seductress
60 Wander
62 Laissez
64 Weapon, in
France
65 Loosen
66 Rocky Mountain
range
67 Regan's father
68 Convey
69 Chris Evert

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

DOWN
Cow, in Spain
Pale
Fleece
Elver
Playground
equipment
Kind of porridge
Compelled to
make a decision
Explosive
Archaic
instrument
Survivors, according to Darwin and
Spencer
Discharge

12
13
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
36
42
43
44
45
47
49
51
52
53
54
56
57
58
61
63

London gallery
Cupid
Seed covering
Suftlxesol action
Razor-billed diver
Bakery treat
no-cal variety
Stake
Get
on
Carried
Noise abroad
External
Needing
cultivation
Obliterate
Certain ticket
seller
Stratagem tor
concealing
Resorts
Layer
Address abbrs.
Ingenious
Greek island
Pigskin
Unusual
Austen novel
Pertaining to
China: Prefix
Chichi
Nevada lake
Go
picnic
Bother

1

1

1

4

|

5

I

11

II

TT~

.'0

1!

1
?«

rS

n

u

■

■ so
H

54

1

59
61

II

61

'
55
■J

13

1 1

Customized T-Shlrts & Jerseys lor
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 353-7011

51

1

P

49

il
f

Diane Conner-Welcome lo Gamma
Tau' Love your DZ sisters

I

5/

l

Do you enjoy SIMPLE PLEASURES'
If so. stop by and register lor our lal
semester HOT TUB PARTY"

I

412 East Wooster

•Chicken Fillet Sandwich

Bowling Green, Ohio

GAMES - CONTEST - PRIZES
NEW STUDENT REUNION
FRI., SEPT. 24, 7-10 PM
REC CENTER
Great rob at the bathtub 'ace-Beta
group'-We appreciate you* spirit ana
representation' Love Your Chi-0

Sufra

•Chicken Fillci Dinners
•Fish Dinners
•Breakfast Specials

Karen Kampe-We want lo wish you
luck on your upcoming LSAT were
behaid you 100 percent' Love your
Chi-0 Sisters
Lee trig akbi and matching denim
bkxiu. Rag. HIM 4 S2S.95 now
»1».»»ll
Nancy. J4 and Elaine Clear your
minds ol al distractions, lor lomarrow
the secrets of Chi Omega wil be
revealed to you' We cant'wait to
welcome you to the bonds of active
sisterhood Love your sisters in Chi
Omega
Parking Problems'
Cal Itw student court parking hotline .
lo get your questions answered Cal
372-2969 from 9-5 M-R and 12-3
on F
PARTIES-PARTIES-PARTIES
Book your special party in the
Topside' Lounge at MAIN ST. -Sun.Mon.-Tues. all nlta Wad. thru Sat.
Anytime till 9:00 pm. Call 352-3703.
352-0193 or 352-3975 lor details.
PERFORMERS: Be In The Right
Place at the Right Time! Students
win cash, scholarships, auditions
by major companies, a lour ol Europe or the Orient. Enter A.C.T.S..
Bo. 3ACT. NMSU, Las Cruces, NM
51003, (S05)64»-4413
PIKE OFF-CAMPUS BEER BLAST
SAT.. SEPT. 25
PIKE OFF-CAMPUS BEER BLAST
SAT.. SEPT. 26
RON LISZKA YOU HAVE GIVEN THE
WORD TRASH A NEW MEANING'
Ross Get psyched tor the Delta Tau
Delta camp-out I wil cut down on
road tups il you oon t snore' Delta
Zeta Love and Mine Luann
Send Balloons
The Baloonman
352-6061
SIGMA PHI EPSILONLJ Sis Rush
Youre welcome lo attend open rush
tonight, and Mon night t'om 7 309 30 pm BE A SIG EP GOLDENHEART.

Happy Birthday lo the September
born Gamma Phi's! Love Your Sis-

Ml
Have your doubts about Scuba7 Try
Skm Diving- Cal Rec Center 2-2711
Classes now forming only $ 10

Special on Tennis a Raouetbal Raquets Rest'ingmg reg $12 50. now
S10 109 N Mam The Locker Room
DO IT!!
YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
START MONDAY SEPT 27
CALL 372 0086
Alpha Chi Omega congraduiales then
new atMiate Knsti Gremer and welcomes her to the bond' Love you'
new Alpha Chi Sisters'
Sunday Breakfast Butfet-AI you can
eal 9-2 00 pm only $3 25 corner
kitchen 183 S Ma»i
The Bros Of Delta Tau Delta want to
congr adulate Dale Puppers Sabo for
getting Lavahered to our sweetheart
Debby Kow-Eyes Kahnski

Quiet Atmosphere,
Convenient Location,

•Chopped Steak

•Fish Sandwich

MlaMDnt
Good Luck ttva week during Activation! Wal be thinking o> you and we
may even celebrate your birthdays on
Sunday' Shoty and Mlndy

HOWARD JOHNSON'S LOUNGE
Thursday Night is
LADIES NIGHT

•Charburger

•Omelettes

JEANS N' THINGS located at 531
Ridge SI w* be open lor your shoppmg convenience M—F 10-8 pm.
Sat 10-5 30. and Sun. 12-5

SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS TO
BRIAN AND LINDA ON YOUR
SIGMA CHI—ALPHA XI DELTA PINNING! THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA
CHI

DON'T MISS THE PIKE
BEER BLAST!!
SAT. AT S:00, 5TH AND HIGH

ONE
MENZ OPINION?

Weekday Specials

DOIT!!
YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
START MONDAY. SEPT 27
CALL 3720086

51

Do you read

^vand />

CRACKER LADY: I DONT KNOW
THAT MANY PEOPLE WHO HAVE A
CRAVING FOR DIET PEPSI AND
RITZ CRACKERS AT 4:30 IN THE
MORNING. BUT THEN AGAIN HOW
MANY PEOPLE CARRY THEIR
WATCHES AROUND IN THEIR
POCKETS. BUT NOBODY COULD
EVER SAY WERE BORING. YOURE
ONE OF A KIND AND I LUV YOU.
SIGNED A SECRET ADMIRED

,.
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Congraduialons to Lynne Eaton and
Carol McManon on most efficient
officers. Beth Shut! lor me Peppy
Panda, and Kim Bade lor the most
outstanding rusher' We're proud ol
you1 You' Gamma Phi ;-

IBOS
GET A CLUE' YOUR ADDRESS IS

Hours:
Tuesday thru
Saturday 7am-8pm

Sunday 8am-3pm
Closed Monday

A
WOLUARD

JowmonS
(across from the stadium)

SURPRISE A GIRL FRIEND' HAVE
HER TUCKED IN BY A LAMBDA CHI
STARTS SUN SEPT 26 THROUGH
WED SEPT 29. CALL 372-4246 OR
3720198 FOR DETAILS
THE CHI OMEGAS PROUDLY ANNOUNCE A NEW SISTER: LINDA
RICHARDS (ALIAS LIN0A KAUFMANN)' CATCH HER AT 10:00 AM
ON CHANNEL 24'. MORNINGS
WITH PAUL W. SMITH' OR ON THE
AIRWAVES OF FM-I04-WIOT 'TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK-N-ROLl
AT 4:20 and 5:201! CONGRAOULATIONS LINDA—TOLEDO WILL
NEVER BE THE SAME. THE SISTERS OF CHI OMEGA.
THE GOLDENHEARTS OF SIGMA
PHI EPSILON WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRA0ULATE Greg Goodman
Doug Dewar Mike Wager. Mike
Schotte Tony Tregka. Greg Mumper.
Kent Whistler Jerry Koziei. and Fred
Broad on going active
WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO WELCOME THE NEW PLEDGES: BUI
Butts. Bob Dixon, Jeff Oemuth,
Scott Haiti. Ed Kaimlr, Mike Lewis,
Pate McNavll. Brett McVey, Rich
Mueller, Randy Myers, Jon Darvin.
Brian Rica. Rob Roberta, Matt Shull.
and John BttrMat
The II era of ATO would like lo
congradulate Joyce Debroase on
being elected President ol the French
house Love the Sweethearts
Th.ti Chi Rush Tonight 7:30 at the
house. Call lor rides at 3537011.
OK

Theta Chis Wove synchronized our
watches lor the Theta Chi warm-up.
so gel ready tor an on-time evening o!
tun with the Actives and fantastic new
pledges o' Chi Omega'
The Xis had a great time at the Pate
lea' Thanks with love. The sisters ol
Alpha Xi Delta
T-SHIRT SILK SCREENING
IF YOUR NOT GETTING YOUR
SHIRTS FROM JEANS-N-THINGSVOURE PROBABLY PAYING TOO
MUCH"
JEANS N THINGS
S31
RIDGE STREET T-SHIRTS. SILK
SCREENING S TRANSFERS. SEE
US FOR A GOOD DEAL JEANS N'
THINGS FOR GUYS N' GALS. 531
RIDGE ST.
TUESDAY IS GREEK NITE AT

MM •'Wil
9 PM

MaBNMHT

Wash lor lass at
THE WASH HOUSE 250 N.Mam
Way to go Gamma Phi bath tubers
on getting second. That teamwork
and Gamma Phi Spirit pulled
thiough once again.
WFAL 680 AM
TUNE TO THE TALENT
8 Games lor Si with College ID
anytime At SM Zone 132 N Main
nent lo Finders
Need your apt. or house cleaned?
Reliable student can help you Reasonable. Call 372-4710
On Campus Club has eitcess ol M 5
Ms We selCHEAP' Call 352-2102

50 % OFF
Regular Prices
for Ladies

Student with arbrush and skiH to use
such Apply at Jack's Battery across
Irpm Harahman
Want To Succeed In The ClassRoom'
Want To Be R*ctY?
Want To Be Successful"*
For more information write to
Joe Cambel Associates
26 Drivers Lane Oept BO
Laurel Springs. NJ 08021
Sates Reps Wanted
_^_

FOR SALE
Furniture houaewares clothing snowtires, ice skates, typewriter, records,
and more 337 Buttonwood-Enter
trom aaey Thurs & Fh 1 00-''. Sat Sun 10 00?
Portable door trip alarm Be safe
wherever you go Simply slip this
alarm m fronl of your door No installs
tion 6 1 2 long It anyone trys to
open the door an ear-shattering siren
alerts you scares them away Batteries included $6 49 Remit check or
money order to Rainbow Sales.
4101 W Beryl Ave . .Phoenix. Arizona 85021 VISA or Mastercard
accepted Send number & expiration
date Phone (602)939-8921
REALISTIC FIVE BAND GRAPHIC
EOUALIZER
S50 00 call 352
1130
Save 50*o or more on genuine, handmade turquoise Indian rewelry New
arrival ot turquo«se nugget post ear
rmgs-Sl9 95 Remit check or money
order to Rainbow Sales 4101 W
Beryl Ave Phoenix Arizona 85021
VISA or Mastercard accepted Send
card number and expiration date
Jewelry catalog $2 00 or free with
order Phone (802)9398921
9 inch BAW TV

Cal 352 4453
Lato Svemngs
MayTag Portable Washer and Dryer
Good Cond S250 Raleigh Grand
Pnt Bike 23 1 2 frame SS0 Cal
354-1333 eventngs
OVATION GUITAR AC EL WITH
HAR0 SHELL CASE EX COND
$360 CALL 354-1022
75 Toyota Coroea Wagon 4 speed
a* AM—FM takes reg gas rekaWe
Call 352 4743 after 5 PM
J C Penny Stereo AM FM 8 track
cassette, turntable, ft 2 speakers
Call 352 3294
NIKKOR 50 MM ENLARGING LENS
EX COND $60 CALL 354 1022

FOR RENT

WANTED

t ft 2 Bedroom Apts Avaaable 3523841 11 003 00 pm or 354 1t20
alter 3 00 pm

F. Roommate needed
Furnished except own bedroom-1
mil* from campus-no utilities160fmo.-Ann 354-1 flOO.

Historic house has 1 Ig bdrm aval
lor female Has sep entrance ft
microwave Call 352-6660

2 Bedroom ft 1 Bedroom apt tor rant
Cal 352-7197

It somebody * interested to sen a
guitar cal 372 5236 Ventu (Pay with
cash)

Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Newiove Real Estate

M-Rmts needed tor tell semester or
entire 82-83 year, furnished 4-man
apt on E. Wooster, $125/mo 8
elect., ph 354-2109. or 352-0747.
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
NOW WINTHFtOP TERRACE APTS
Sl30 00mo CALL 352-4945

Room lor rent w cooking pnvOedges
avail now 354 1783 or 352-6*00
STUDENTS ft FACULTY
We stil hawe some n-ce apartments
available Give us a call tor al your
housaig needs NEWLOVE MAN
AGEMENT 336 S Mam 352 5620

Fm roommate to sub-lease l oedrm
act close to campus S100 mo
incJud ut.uties Sept rent pa-d Move
■nnow Call 372-5518 tor more into

APARTMENTS
1 eihc $145 mo ft utJ 2-2 bdrm
$285 mo A util Depos't Lease NO
PETS 352 4265

1 F RMTE NEEDED
6TH ST APT 1 1
$500 SEM CALL 354 1272
F Rmte needed IMMEDIATELY lor
remainder ol school year Call 352
7847
'

Across trom campus i bdrm lurn
apt t 2 oil t.ist month:, rent $180
plus depos't Leas*- "c pets Call
352-413!

2 bedroom turn apt Heat, water.
Cabte TV pa-d (or AC parking lot.
laundry laolites $340 mo Call 362
7182

and

Do You want Political Experience?
Volunteer eteft positions are now
opening on the Celeste. Metzenbeum, Sherck, and local campaigns. Excellent opportunity tor
eny POLS, or Liberal Arts major It
Interested contact our campaign
representhres at Candidates Boi 88
University Hall BOSU. Bowling
Oreen. Ohio 43403.

2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus 2nd and
H>gh Cat Er-ca at 352 4062
Roommate needed to than •■penses lor 2 bedroom apartment
S155fmo. Close to campus. Call Hal
at 352-3814.
1 or 2 m rmmte needed I'll cover
gas Dili we II split cheap electric bil
(Si 5 20 rt\) Have a whole room to
yoursett at Wmthrop Apt Cai Jell
354 2269

354-2260 or 352 6553

2 Students NeeoeO Fo- 5 Bdrm
House 319 P*e Can i 267 3341
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